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Synthetic science promises an unparalleled ability to find new meaning in old data, extant results, or previously unconnected

methods and concepts, but pursuing synthesis can be a difficult and risky endeavor. Our experience as biologists, informaticians,

and educators at the National Evolutionary Synthesis Center has affirmed that synthesis can yield major insights, but also revealed

that technological hurdles, prevailing academic culture, and general confusion about the nature of synthesis can hamper its

progress. By presenting our view of what synthesis is, why it will continue to drive progress in evolutionary biology, and how to

remove barriers to its progress, we provide a map to a future in which all scientists can engage productively in synthetic research.
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Why Synthesize?
Synthesis has become both more necessary and more difficult
as evolutionary studies have become more diffuse and more
specialized. Knowing more and more about less and less may
mean that the relationships are lost and the grand pattern and
great processes of life are overlooked.

G.G. Simpson (1944)

As articulated eloquently by Simpson more than 60-years ago, any

attempt to elucidate the history and nature of life from a grand

perspective must link clues from different scientific fields and

disparate geographic, temporal, and physical scales. For exam-

4These authors led this project; other authors contributed equally

and are in alphabetical order.

ple, Darwin’s (1859) fundamental insights came from the union

of Malthusian population dynamics, careful observation of arti-

ficial selection and natural variation, Smith’s economic princi-

ples, and geological evidence of the immense age of the Earth.

Similarly, the 20th century transformation of biology and the uni-

fication of microevolution and macroevolution during the Mod-

ern Synthesis resulted from discourse and collaboration between

researchers working on heritability, paleontology, development,

speciation, Mendelian genetics, natural selection, and systemat-

ics (Fisher 1930; Haldane 1932; Wright 1932; Dobzhansky 1937;

Mayr 1942; Simpson 1944; Mayr and Provine 1980). In either

case, breakthroughs sprang from new linkages among scales of

analysis ranging from the detailed perspective provided by single

generations of flies or pigeons to the vast view of deep time pro-

vided by the fossil record.
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Synthesis continues to drive progress in evolutionary biol-

ogy. For example, the current projects involved in NSF’s “Assem-

bling the Tree of Life” initiative require the aggregation of huge

quantities of data and the combined expertise of systematists, ge-

neticists, morphologists, theoreticians, and computer scientists,

whereas the recent integration of evolutionary biology and de-

velopmental biology has led to the emergence of evo–devo as an

entirely new field (Raff 2000). A synthetic approach also best

addresses many important biological and social issues. Effective

strategies to conserve biodiversity draw from evolution, ecology,

biogeography, economics, and politics; epidemiology relies upon

evolution, public health, and medicine; and climate change re-

search links biogeography, climatology, biogeochemistry, land-

scape use, evolution, and ecology.

Evolutionary theory has also been synthesized productively

with fields well outside biology (Derry 2009), including phi-

losophy (Hull 1988; Mayr 2001), economics (Galor and Moav

2002), linguistics (Cavalli-Sforza 2000), and computer science

(Mitchell and Taylor 1999; Lemmon and Milinkovitch 2002).

Although each of the above syntheses represents an important

conceptual advance in its own right, the crossover of evolution-

ary thought into the humanities and social sciences also provides

valuable examples that help demonstrate evolution’s increasing

relevance to issues that students and the public find familiar

and meaningful. Because syntheses that link evolution to other

fields often focus on large scales and provide overarching an-

swers to big questions, they tend to be highly accessible to the

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating four modes of synthesis among elements from varied studies. Individual studies (horizontal sets) within

either of two disciplines (white and black) begin with underlying concepts (hexagons), then collect data (squares), and perform analyses

(triangles) to yield results (circles). Syntheses between like elements (vertical boxes) define the four basic modes of synthesis, with reuse

of results being an unusual mode in that it converts one element (results) into another (data). Simple, but still effective syntheses may

include only similar elements within single disciplines, whereas more complex syntheses may incorporate heterogeneous elements or

span multiple disciplines (horizontal box).

general public and can be invaluable in communicating scientific

ideas.

As postdocs, informaticians, and educators affiliated with the

National Evolutionary Synthesis Center (NESCent), the continu-

ing ability of the synthetic approach to address complex questions

at the largest scales and generate major advances in evolutionary

biology inspires and motivates our work. At the same time, our

experience has highlighted several ongoing technological and cul-

tural barriers to pursuing this mode of inquiry. By calling attention

to the importance of synthesis and suggesting ways to overcome

hurdles to its progress, we hope to help promote a scientific envi-

ronment that encourages researchers to link as big as they dare.

What Is Synthesis?
To foster synthesis, one must first recognize it. There is no single

synthetic approach to science, and indeed, the opinion expressed

herein grew out of a lively series of discussions on what is and is

not synthetic. Although all syntheses “combine separate elements

or components” (Ritchey 1991) to make a “coherent” (Ritchey

1991) or “complex” (“synthesis 6a” The Oxford English Dictio-

nary. 2nd ed. 1989) whole, in a scientific context it is the extraction

of otherwise unobtainable insight from a combination of disparate

elements that best diagnoses synthesis. Novel insight can accrue

from the combination of data, methods, results, or overarching

concepts, with linkages between each of these types of elements

creating four basic synthetic modes (Fig. 1). Because not all
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syntheses cross disciplines (Sepkoski 1982, 2002; Bininda-

Emonds et al. 2007) and because some actually erode disci-

plinary boundaries or create new fields of study like evo–devo

(Raff 2000) and phylogenomics (Eisen and Fraser 2003), we

recognize interdisciplinarity as a separate aspect that may en-

hance any of the four synthetic modes rather than as a necessary

component.

The first mode of synthesis, data aggregation, reinterprets

the raw data underlying prior investigations to answer questions

at new and typically larger scales, as in supermatrix-based phy-

logenetic inference (de Queiroz and Gatesy 2007; Smith and

Donoghue 2008). The second, reuse of results, differs from data

aggregation by using extant results as data in a new context, such

as in meta-analyses (Reed and Frankham 2001; Parmesan and

Yohe 2003) or the construction of supertrees (Bininda-Emonds

et al. 2007). The third mode, methodological integration, links

two or more methods to create a new analytical pathway, as in

phylogenomics (Eisen 1998b; Eisen and Fraser 2003) or the re-

cent combination of ecological niche models with ancestral state

reconstruction that permits inference of ancestral ecologies and

species ranges (Evans et al. 2009). The fourth, conceptual synthe-

sis, bridges the theories or paradigms of thoughts that underlie and

motivate prior studies rather than extracting the elements of the

studies themselves, as in the modern synthesis (Mayr and Provine

1980) or the growing links between evolution and epidemiology

(Galvani 2003) or community ecology (Webb et al. 2002; Johnson

and Stinchcombe 2007). As illustrated by the examples in Box 1,

each of these four modes of synthesis has strong potential to pro-

vide previously unattainable insights across the full spectrum of

biology. Combinations of these modes can be more powerful still

(Darwin 1859; Simpson 1944).

Box 1: The Modes of Synthesis in
Action
EXAMPLE 1: REVEALING THE HISTORY OF LIFE

THROUGH THE MARINE PALEOBIOLOGY

DATABASE

Primary mode of synthesis: Data aggregation
Over more than 20 years of research, J. John Sepkoski, Jr.

compiled a database of first and last appearances of ma-

rine fossil taxa (Sepkoski 1982, 2002) that exemplifies the

power of aggregate data. The more than 37,000 entries in

the database cut across taxa, time, and geography to reveal

emergent patterns over more than 500 million years of life

that could not be extracted from the component data in iso-

lation. Macroevolutionary patterns directly inferred from the

Sepkoski database included the increase in biological diver-

sity across the grand scale of the Phanerozoic (Sepkoski et al.

1981), the number and nature of mass extinctions (Raup and

Sepkoski 1982), and the bias towards the evolution of ecologi-

cal novelty in near-shore communities (Jablonski et al. 1983).

The Sepkoski database catalyzed the rise of the entire subfield

of synthetic paleobiology, which teases new patterns from

old data to test current macroevolutionary questions, such as

whether taxa originating in the wake of mass extinctions en-

joy increased longevity (yes, Miller and Foote 2003), whether

extinctions and originations within a time interval tends to oc-

cur in short bursts or longer sustained intervals (bursts, Foote

2005), and whether major geological changes correlate with

and might explain major changes in biodiversity across the

history of life (yes, Peters 2005). The information contained

in the Sepkoski database’s even more ambitious direct de-

scendant, the Paleobiology database (Alroy et al. 2000), has

supported 101 distinct publications since its inception in 1998.

Clearly, these databases revolutionized paleobiology and con-

tinue to spark major analyses of large-scale evolutionary

phenomena.

EXAMPLE 2: INFERRING THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE

CHANGE ON NATURAL SYSTEMS

Primary mode of synthesis: Reuse of results
Although countering the effects of climate change on natural

systems is currently recognized as one of the most pressing

challenges facing humankind (IPCC 2007), not until two land-

mark meta-analytical approaches (Parmesan and Yohe 2003;

Root et al. 2003) synthesized the results of hundreds of pre-

vious studies could the fingerprint of climate change on en-

tire biota be distinguished beyond reasonable doubt. In isola-

tion, few of the component studies could conclusively attribute

shifts in species’ distribution, abundance, phenology, or mor-

phology to global climate change as opposed to local noncli-

matic phenomena such as habitat loss (Hughes 2000; Parmesan

and Yohe 2003; Thuiller 2007). By combining the larger body

of results and applying meta-analytic statistics and probability

models, the synthetic studies were able to determine with very

high confidence that climate change must drive biotic change

in a large proportion of cases. These two papers were hailed as

being among the top 10 “breakthroughs” of 2003 (The News

Editorial Staffs 2003), received more than 2300 total citations

in just 5 years (Google Scholar, accessed April 26, 2009), form

a large part of the foundation for current governmental policy

on climate change (IPCC 2007; Rosenzweig et al. 2007), and

illustrate that even conceptually and computationally simple

syntheses within a single discipline possess remarkable power

to tease out statistically significant effects that are inaccessible

from the original elements in isolation.
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EXAMPLE 3: PHYLOGENOMICS: USING

EVOLUTIONARY TOOLS TO STUDY GENOMES

Primary mode of synthesis: Methodological
integration
Phylogenomics integrates phylogenetic comparative methods

with the analysis of genomic data and thus enables “scientists

to design better experiments and generate new insights” (Eisen

1998b) concerning the origin and structure of the genome. For

example, the prediction of gene function can be improved by

incorporating the evolutionary history of the genes themselves

and reconstructing their historical sequence and function us-

ing a phylogenetic framework (Eisen 1998a; Thornton 2004;

Fisher 2008). The phylogenomic approach can identify gene

duplications (orthologs vs. paralogs), infer evolutionary rate

variation among taxa, and separate sequence convergences

from shared origins, all of which confounded earlier meth-

ods that relied on raw sequence similarity (Eisen 1998b). By

combining methods for assembling enormous datasets on the

genomic architecture of species with methods for inferring

the evolutionary history of those genomes, the new discipline

of phylogenomics stands poised to reveal how the instruction

book for building organisms changed and diversified across

the branches of the tree of life (Eisen and Fraser 2003).

EXAMPLE 4: INTEGRATING EVOLUTION WITH

MEDICINE TO IMPROVE HUMAN HEALTH

Primary modes of synthesis: Conceptual synthesis
and methodological integration
By providing important new explanations for the origin and

causation of human diseases and by promising to yield novel

treatments, the emerging discipline of evolutionary medicine

represents one of the most fruitful examples of conceptual

synthesis between evolution and an entirely distinct field of

study (Colwell 2004; Stearns and Koella 2007). The incon-

trovertible value of viewing a modern person as the result

of past evolutionary pressures, tied intimately to population

genetics and historical environments, can assist physicians in

understanding puzzling medical conditions (Antolin 2009).

For example, a rise in asthma rates has been traced to a

hyperactive immune response in a subset of the population

that may have originally evolved as an adaptation to parasites

(Lau and Mtricardi 2006). This synthesis is also methodolog-

ical, as the union of medicine with genomic information and

evolutionary analysis has resulted in new techniques such as

genome wide scans (The International HapMap Consortium

2005; Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium 2007), new

chemotherapy approaches (Nowak et al. 2004), the study of

complex mental illness through synthesis of quantitative trait

loci with public health and historical records (Susser et al.

1998), and the ability to mine large databases like the Fram-

ingham Heart study (Levy and Brink 2005) to yield results

far beyond the original focus of the study. In all of the above

cases, application of evolutionary concepts and methods to a

previously intractable medical issue yielded novel insight. In

recognition of the explanatory power of this conceptual syn-

thesis, medical schools are increasingly adding evolutionary

theory to their curricula (Nesse and Schiffman 2003; Nesse

et al. 2009) and the once strong barriers between these disci-

plines are eroding rapidly.

Towards a New Culture of Synthetic
Science
Although the rise of reductionism and disciplinary thinking as the

dominant paradigm in biology has stymied efforts to train stu-

dents, fund research, publish results, and secure tenure (Rhoten

and Parker 2004; Hurtado and Sharkness 2008) in more synthetic

and interdisciplinary pursuits (Metzger and Zare 1999; Pfirman

et al. 2005; McPeek 2006), a new cultural shift is leading synthetic

science to receive more support than ever before (Collins 2002;

Colwell 2004; McPeek 2006). As researchers fortunate enough to

have received support from one of NSF’s three biological synthe-

sis centers, we have experienced firsthand the benefit of working

in a culture that promotes synthesis. At the same time, we have

encountered several cultural obstacles to conducting and commu-

nicating synthetic science outside NESCent. By calling attention

to these difficulties at each stage of an academic career and draw-

ing on our experience to suggest ways to overcome them, we hope

to help foster increased support for synthesis within the field of

evolutionary biology.

TRAINING

In order for synthesis to become mainstream, it must become

easier for scientists to develop skills in aggregating and reusing

information at every career stage, beginning with the student years

(Carpenter et al. 2009). Established investigators can help students

build skills in synthesis by engaging them in the assembly and

analysis of datasets or offering workshops on database construc-

tion and integrative methods, such as the annual summer course

in analytical paleobiology offered by the Paleobiology Database

(Alroy et al. 2000). Graduate advisors can also support ambitious

theses that span a diversity of modes of analysis or encourage stu-

dents in distinct but complementary fields to pursue collaborative

side-projects. No matter the form, the most effective training in

synthesis will address information literacy (the ability to locate

relevant information and assemble a knowledge base), statistical

literacy (understanding how statistical manipulation affects data

and inference), and data literacy (the skills required to manipulate

and present data; Shields 2004). The erection of more interdisci-

plinary degree and research programs (Collins 2002; Frost et al.
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2004) would also help train students in synthesis because such

environments tend to encourage interaction between people with

different skill sets and can counteract the prevailing push to spe-

cialize very quickly. Recent increases in funding for interdisci-

plinary undergraduate and graduate research experiences such as

NSF’s Research Experiences for Undergraduates and Integrative

Graduate Education and Research Traineeship programs (Collins

2002), promote such training and will hopefully help more stu-

dents engage in synthetic science.

JOB SEARCH AND TENURE EVALUATION

During the post-degree job search, synthetic researchers can face

unique hurdles. The need to find a permanent home in a highly

disciplinary academic environment makes following a purely syn-

thetic research path risky for a young researcher. Job advertise-

ments frequently seek highly specialized individuals skilled at

analysis within a particular evolutionary field; rarely does a de-

partment search specifically for a synthetic or interdisciplinary

scientist. In response, we have often found ourselves trying to

repackage our research programs to fit narrow job descriptions,

or emphasizing the familiar methodological and conceptual el-

ements of our research rather than novel combinations that are

frequently our primary thrusts. Solutions here are not easy, but

as science moves to a more synthetic mindset and as more inter-

disciplinary units form, more job announcements will likely seek

synthetic scientists.

At the level of entering faculty, more departments need to

adopt published guidelines in developing and evaluating interdis-

ciplinary or synthetic positions (National Academy of Sciences

2005; Pfirman et al. 2005; Pfirman et al. 2007). Above all else,

such guidelines agree that review boards addressing tenure, pub-

lication, and funding decisions must be broad enough to provide

a balanced review of the applicant’s work. Otherwise, interdis-

ciplinary faculty will continue to face a major “sweat inequity”

(Frost et al. 2004), essentially needing to earn tenure in more

than one academic department, while synthetic faculty may lack

advocates during the critical tenure review process.

GRANT REVIEW

For better or worse, success in grantsmanship plays a major role in

defining the success of a scientific career, and here synthetic scien-

tists may encounter another hurdle. Synthetic research proposals

tend to fare poorly in competition against disciplinary proposals

because typical panel members feel ill-equipped to evaluate all

the components of the research, because novel methods may lack

the rigor of established methods, and because innovative research

often carries a high risk of failure (Metzger and Zare 1999). Al-

though a pair of recent government reports (National Institutes of

Health 2004; National Research Council 2008) addressed these

issues and encouraged funding agencies to develop programs for

synthetic research with appropriate peer review and an aware-

ness of the inherently risky nature of these proposals, the funding

barrier is a still a major obstacle. The creation of new granting op-

portunities like NSF’s Opportunities for Promoting Understand-

ing through Synthesis (OPUS) or additional synthesis centers such

as the just-funded National Institute for Mathematical and Bio-

logical Synthesis (NIMBioS) or Germany’s BiK-F (Biodiversity

and Climate Research Center) will undoubtedly help (see also

Carpenter et al. 2009), but a simpler solution may be to attempt to

correct the funding bias in traditional grant programs by includ-

ing more synthetically minded scientists on review panels and

as program officers. The onus for that correction rests squarely

within the community of synthesizers and upon our willingness

to volunteer.

PUBLICATION

Publication issues present enormous barriers throughout a syn-

thetic researcher’s career, and it is not trivial to find an appropri-

ate venue for publication of synthetic or interdisciplinary work.

Many mainstream journals emphasize primary data collection

over synthesis, and reviewers who are unfamiliar with all areas

and methods spanned by a synthetic research question may in

turn criticize the science as unoriginal or badly conceived (Lee

2006; Alberts et al. 2008). Synthetic datasets themselves can be

extremely valuable and require a high level of skill to assemble,

but are also difficult to publish. Even when synthetic papers or

datasets are published, the large lists of authors that tend to ap-

pear on highly collaborative papers and the rigidity of citation

indices can obscure measurement of a synthetic researcher’s con-

tribution and impact (Collins 2002). In this case, solutions are

reasonably straightforward. Journal editors should encourage the

publication of synthetic datasets and analyses and should make

an effort to invite objective reviews from scientists who are also

engaged in synthesis, authors should suggest such reviewers, and

post-tenure, synthetic scientists should consider serving in edito-

rial capacities.

LANGUAGE BARRIERS

Collaboration can catalyze synthesis powerfully by facilitating

an exchange of information, methods, and insights that can ad-

dress topics broader than any individual can tackle alone, but

only if the collaborators can communicate effectively. The lack

of a common frame of reference can present a serious barrier

to communication and effective collaboration, particularly when

collaborators cross disciplines. Overcoming that obstacle often

requires the development of new frameworks based upon a com-

mon language or ontology. For example, the recent Phenoscape

initiative (Mabee et al. 2007) built bridges between evolutionary

morphologists and developmental biologists by linking the termi-

nology of zebrafish development and genomics to the language of
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morphological systematics with a formal ontology (Dahdul et al.

in press). Because identical terms had very different meanings in

the evolutionary and developmental communities, significant ef-

fort from several full time programmers and scientists was needed

to reconcile the different semantic and conceptual histories. De-

spite the awkwardness of the initial communication, the result-

ing ontology-based framework allowed the creation of a massive

database linking morphological shifts to potential developmental

and genetic causes that will likely drive new synthetic discoveries

for years. Notably, that resource was only achievable through the

intentional breakdown of a cultural barrier to synthesis.

Overcoming Technological
Impediments to Synthesis
Synthetic linkages drive progress in evolutionary biology, and the

field’s entry into the age of big data, fast computation, and instant

communication theoretically sets the stage for bigger syntheses

and greater insights than have ever before been possible. Exam-

ples like Phenoscape (Mabee et al. 2007) illustrate the potential

of the expanding technological toolbox to handle an increasing

flood of information (The Editorial Staff 2008) and facilitate syn-

thesis, but technology can also hinder synthesis if a proliferation

of methods, data standards, languages, and protocols hampers

communication and interoperability. Without careful attention to

how we record, store, link, and disseminate information, we run

the risk of knowing so much, in so many different ways, that

it becomes impossible to connect the various bits of knowledge

practicably.

New analysis of aggregate data underlies many synthetic

studies, but the vast majority of data supporting previous stud-

ies are unavailable, often because the data are lost or preserved

in inaccessible forms (notebooks, floppy disks). Although several

repositories aim to preserve biological data in the long term, these

repositories typically focus on a single type of data such as molec-

ular sequences (GenBank), protein structures (PDB), or phylo-

genetic trees (TreeBASE) or on a single organism (e.g., ZFIN,

FlyBase). Data that fall outside these few data types or model

organisms is often lost, because individual researchers lack the

technology, funding, and expertise to preserve this data on their

own. Data aggregation can also be impeded when a culture of

data sharing does not prevail. For example, in a survey of 1240

geneticists (Campbell et al. 2002), 47% had been denied at least

one request for data or materials in the preceding 3 years, and 28%

reported that they had been unable to confirm published research

because of their inability to obtain data described in a publication.

Awareness of these issues is slowly increasing, as evidenced by a

recent special section on data sharing in Nature. One of that sec-

tion’s highlights is a report from the mouse research community

(Schofield et al. 2009) that describes and advocates principles that

call for all data to be shared at the time of publication. These prin-

ciples include a call for journals and funding agencies to mandate

archiving of data and materials, provide funds directed towards

archiving, and enforce archiving mandates.

In a similar spirit, the Dryad data repository (National Evo-

lutionary Synthesis Center and UNC Metadata Research Center

2009), a project spearheaded by NESCent, is working to allevi-

ate the problem of data availability by providing an open-access

home for ecological and evolutionary data that does not fit into

more specialized repositories. Dryad actively works with a coali-

tion of journals and scientific societies to make deposition of all

data a normal part of the research workflow. As more journals

require data deposition as part of the manuscript publication pro-

cess, the opportunities for potential syntheses linking such data

will increase substantially.

Powerful as aggregate data may be, a collection of data files

is of little value without adequate metadata–information about

relationships between files, the ways data are formatted within

each file, and details about how the data were collected and ma-

nipulated. Data repositories and the organizations that house them

can avoid this pitfall by standardizing metadata formats, develop-

ing expressive vocabularies, and establishing a consensus of what

information is essential for a dataset to be reusable. To be most

effective, these efforts need to be supported by the majority of

researchers within the community, whether they are personally

involved in synthesis or not.

Methods as encoded in software have become an integral part

of the scientific process, and effective synthesis often requires

interoperability and integration between such programs. Similar

issues of availability and adequate metadata description affect

the area of software tools (Veretnik et al. 2008; Wren 2008).

Aside from concerns about one’s ability to recreate published

results, the loss of software tools can be a significant obstacle in

synthetic work and may prevent the replication of analyses on new,

broader datasets. Source-code repositories such as SourceForge,

Bioinformatics.org, or Google Code can increase the life span and

accessibility of code, but commonly accepted best practices for

software preservation repositories do not yet exist. Development

of such should take high priority.

Combining data from multiple sources, processing this data

with a variety of software packages, or visualizing emergent pat-

terns (see Box 2) is easiest when the data are in standardized

formats and placed within a common frame of reference (Borer

et al. 2009). Comprehensive data storage formats like NeXML

(www.nexml.org), which standardizes the bewildering array of

custom extensions to the popular but limited NEXUS format

(Maddison et al. 1997), represent one good way to improve the

ability to link data of different types within or among studies.

Widespread use of ontologies and other common frames of ref-

erences like the Tree-of-Life Web Project (Maddison and Schulz
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Figure 2. Visualizing phylogenetic diversity, biogeography, and conservation status. A geophylogeny (Kidd and Liu 2008; Kidd in review)

reveals clades of hylid frogs that could be endangered or threatened if Conservation International’s global biodiversity hot spots are not

protected. Red branches indicate that >75% of descendant species live within hot spots, which appear in brown.

2007) or anthropology’s Ethnographic Atlas (Gray 1998), will

also vastly improve our ability to combine dissimilar data or to vi-

sualize patterns that emerge as a consequence of the linkage. One

good example appears in Figure 2, which shows how the union

of biogeographic, phylogenetic, and biopolitical information in a

common geographic frame of reference reveals the concentration

of potentially endangered species of frogs in certain clades.

The good news threaded through these examples is that the

technological tools necessary to tear down barriers to synthesis

exist or are being developed actively. However, the speed and

efficiency with which we take advantage of these new capacities

will largely be set by the willingness of the evolutionary biology

community to embrace a culture in which sharing is normative,

methods exist to be combined, and the potential longevity and

utility of data exceeds the life span of the scientists that create it.

Thus, informatic barriers to synthesis are also largely cultural. As

such, the responsibility for fostering a future in which uncovering

the “grand pattern and great processes of life” (Simpson 1944)

takes center stage rests with each scientist’s willingness to partic-

ipate in science as a collective, rather than individual enterprise.

Box 2: Visualization in The Service
of Synthesis
As the amount of data available for synthesis continues to

grow, so does the need for new methods to display and ex-

plore these increasingly complex data spaces (Frankel and

Reid 2008). Successful data visualization promotes scientific

discovery and communication by harnessing the power of hu-

man cognition to detect patterns within complex datasets.

The visualization of phylogenetic trees is integral to evo-

lutionary biology (Hewitt 2001), but displaying the increas-

ingly large trees at the cutting edge in ways that reveal both

their large- and small-scale structure is very difficult. When

the difficulties of projecting large multidimensional data into
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limited space are overcome, visualizations of large phyloge-

nies yield major new insights, such as the discovery that the

extinction of nonavian dinosaurs did not alter the species di-

versification rate of present-day mammals (Bininda-Emonds

et al. 2007) or that generation time predicts the rate of molec-

ular evolution at a grand scale across the tree of life for plants

(Smith and Donoghue 2008). Combined visualizations that

synthesize phylogenies with other types of data, such as ge-

ography (Janies et al. 2007; Kidd in review), conservation

priority (see Fig. 2), or morphology (Sidlauskas 2008) can be

even more insightful.

Collaboration between scientists and specialists in the

fields of informatics, technology, cognition, and graphic de-

sign can provide the tools needed to visualize complex syn-

thetic datasets (Frankel and Reid 2008). New media, such

as Virtual Earths, 3D graphics, animation, large-format video

walls, and immersive virtual reality systems are increasingly

being employed to display and interact with phylogenetic trees

(Janies et al. 2007; Kidd in review). Related software en-

hancements maximize drawing clarity (Sanderson 2006) or

judiciously distort images, as in Dendroscope’s (Huson et al.

2007) use of fish-eye perspectives. Regardless of medium, in-

put from cognitive science and careful graphic design (Tufte

2001) can ensure that visualizations exploit our innate human

perceptive abilities to maximal effect (Ware 2004). For exam-

ple, simple rearrangement of tips on a phylogeny can make it

easier to read a tree correctly as a set of hierarchically nested

groups rather than incorrectly as a linear progression from an-

cestral to more modern species (Baum et al. 2005) and help

reinforce the key concepts of common ancestry and relation-

ships among species in a classroom setting (Baum et al. 2005).

Such advances in visualization suggest a future in which a lack

of capacity to display complex, graphical datasets will not limit

our ability to learn from them.

Conclusion
Synthesis offers unparalleled potential to address questions at the

largest scales and to generate major scientific advances, which

has led us to pursue synthetic science despite a suite of cultural

and informatic obstacles. We predict that the accelerating ability

to link data, concepts, methods, and results from a variety of

fields will place synthesis at the heart of many future advances in

evolutionary biology and in applied sciences to which it connects.

Thus, we advocate an increased recognition of the key role of

synthesis in evolutionary biology and continued effort to promote

synthetic approaches across disciplines and at all levels of the

academic hierarchy. As more and more obstacles are overcome

successfully, synthesis will offer an even better ability to see

further and deeper by allowing us to stand on the shoulders of

more giants than has ever before been possible.
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